Track terrorist activity.

Anywhere in the world.

**Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre**

- Track daily activity
- Discover upcoming threats
- Assess country risk
Verify internal intelligence and enhance your organisational reports with attributable open source information

Swiftly and accurately assess potential and reconnoitred threats

Study specific country approaches and successes in counter-terrorism

Scrutinise local security conditions anywhere in the world

Produce accurate and impartial internal reports

Undertake investment and risk assessment

Access fast, reliable and integrated information that is fully compatible with advanced NEC, IX and other requirements
Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre not only alerts clients to events unfolding around the world, but allows them to place these events in context and to understand them as a part of ongoing trends.”

– Will Hartley, Editor, Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre
Key content addresses key questions:

**How can we prevent terrorist acts?**

**How can we be better prepared for an emergency response?**

From snapshot overviews to detailed threat assessments

Information, reference material and analyses are linked in a way that allows you to grasp facts quickly and put together a comprehensive report on a country, region, group or threat type. All documents, data and images can be printed or exported for use in internal reports.

**Group profiles**

View detailed assessments of more than 260 of the world’s most significant terrorist groups and major terrorist figures, including new and emerging groups. Through IHS Jane’s phased approach to profiling, emerging groups and terrorist figures are tracked for several years and analysed in depth, enabling us to put together as accurate and detailed a profile as possible.

“What is the level of threat posed by the Fatah Al-Islam Group?”

Get key facts at a glance followed by a detailed threat assessment covering: leadership, command structure, group alliances, funding methods, areas of operation, operational capability, membership and support, tactics, weaponry, communications, equipment, training and more.

**Interactive events database**

Access to over 75,000 records, updated daily and spanning the past decade, lets you track patterns and trends in terrorist activity from a global perspective. In addition, keep informed of major events in the last 24 hours via two daily news e-mail alerts. Finally, Daily News Digests deliver real-time news from over 500 international sources, that is verified by industry experts.

**Case studies**

Understand the political and security implications of landmark terrorist operations, deconstructed to highlight key details such as terrorist target and tactic selection, operational logistics, attack execution and the emergency response.

**Country Briefs**

Complement your own analysis with an in-depth, bespoke report on an individual country’s terrorism threat and counter-terrorism capabilities – delivered to your desktop within 48 hours. This paid-for service is available to Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre subscribers only.
Country statistics
See at a glance a country’s history of terrorism and assess the extent to which counter-terrorism capabilities and frontier security restrict the operating environment for terrorists.

Global analyses
Over 7,000 analytical articles provide clear insight into groups and events covering details on terrorist tactics, targeting, financing, propaganda, recruitment, radicalisation, counter-terrorism and group dynamics.
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Event database
Every event, analysis and group in our database has been tagged according to pre-determined criteria. This means you can narrow your searches considerably simply by selecting from various search menus.

Search over 75,000 individual records and quickly access recent patterns of terrorist/insurgent/counter-terrorist activity.

Subject-based searching
Zoom in on a region or country, and select from a range of subject matters such as financing, propaganda and tactics.

Geopolitical plotting
Take advantage of our latitude-longitude geocoding for every event to enable geographical plotting of attack and threat patterns. Quickly drill down to region or country level via the Interactive visual interface.

Interactive visual interface
Quickly drill down to region or country level via the interactive map.

Stay informed with saved search updates and personalised e-mail alerts
Enrol for the saved search facility and get updated results each time you revisit your saved search library. You can also use your saved searches to create e-mail alerts delivered directly to your inbox on a daily or weekly basis.

Multiple search options and user-driven features help you navigate a wealth of information with ease and flexibility.
Related products

NEW! Jane’s Terrorism Events Spatial Layer
IHS Jane’s now offers a spatial layer of global terrorist and counter-terrorist activity, providing you with a comprehensive display of risks and trends.

The layer is delivered as a spatially enabled data download that can be imported straight into your GIS applications, enabling you to create visual snapshots of the terrorism threat environment.

The ability to display the spatial layer data alongside spatial layers from other sources will provide you with a quick and easy way to view global terrorist events to include in reports and assessments.

Jane’s Terrorism Events Spatial Layer can be purchased separately or added to a Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre subscription.

New from Jane’s Strategic Advisory Services
OSINT Methods and Techniques: A specialised training course in the collection and analysis of open source intelligence

The OSINT Methods and Techniques course takes a modularised approach to identifying overarching methods, best practices, considerations, challenges and tools available to open source intelligence analysts. The course can be tailored to focus on specific regional or thematic subject areas, such as Islamist Extremism, Energy Security, Geopolitical Flashpoints, Terrorism & Political Violence, and more.

For more information or a sample course schedule, contact: Tate.Nurkin@ihsjanes.com.

Make Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre an integral part of your intelligence today.

Jane’s is dedicated to your success – our experienced, professional Client Trainers provide high quality training designed to ensure that you achieve maximum benefit from your subscription to Jane’s Terrorism and Insurgency Centre.

Find out more
Contact your local Jane’s office or visit www.janes.com/info/jtic for online demonstrations. Alternatively, e-mail: salessupport@janes.com
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